This bibliography is intended to explore the history of domestic buildings in the United States from the seventeenth century through World War II, including their construction, use, and the cultural forces, environmental factors, and governmental policies that shaped them. A list of basic histories is accompanied by three sections. The first, “Periods,” provides a basic chronological history of American housing by century. The second, “Housing Types,” identifies specific building traditions and categories through time. The third, “Issues,” offers critical thinking about two specific topics: “Technology, Housework, and the Home,” and “Barriers, Boundaries, and Marking Home.”
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** Cross-Listed with Landscape


Periods

Colonial Houses and Settlement Patterns
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**Nineteenth-Century Houses, Builders, and Cities**
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Twentieth-Century Housing
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HOUSING TYPES

Early American Housing Types and Building Traditions
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Builder's Handbooks and Mail-Order Designs


Urban Row-House Forms


**Farms and Utopian Communities**
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**Factory Towns and Worker’s Housing**


Apartments, Tenements, and Residential Hotels
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Railroad Suburbs, the Bungalow, and Mail-Order Houses


Federal Housing of the 1930s-40s


ISSUES
Technology, Housework, and the Home


Barriers, Boundaries, and Marking Home


